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- the development of Pointing,in infants during:their first two years.
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DEVELOPMENT OF P ( TyTINd IN-THF) FIRST TWO YEARS

ko:Y. Wakaba
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.

Studies on language acquirement in infants have focused on verbal behavior.

It-has i-ecently come to-te, believed that the development of nonverbakbehavior

prior Co the emergence ofiverbaI behaior plays an important tole in the -

'development of.verbal communication in-infants (Bates et -al.., 1975; Bruner,

1975, 1977; Bullowa, 1979).
k.

\ .

It is believed that pointing, which is a commonly observed nonverbal
.

behavior during infancy, is the first behavior seenas agesture with reference
.

to things outside the infarit (Werner & Kaplan, 1963)

. 4Uthough infants cannot clearly!perceive.the outer wirld durlrig the early

stages, they )fegin to.recoggrie cognitive objects (perceivable object and

concept) interposed between themselves and the physical enviromint (Werner &

Kaplan, 19.63).',They come to indicate or communi ate cognitive obiects.fiyusing

any pOssikle means of expression. However, the e initial processes have not

been studied thorOughly as/ yet.
,

.

Pointing is a .tstural,,indication of objects or matters that arerecognized
.

by the infants themselves. Meaningful words/are t verbal indicAtion of objects

are . c;e. A ,or matters that are recognized fiy the infa ts.
'''

/

.

4

-According. to investigators dealing w th verbal development, 'the pointing
-. . .

gesture a ears prior to the emergence o meaningful words(llurata, 1968) and
. . , 1, . -* . ,

Ole presenc of the appearance of the p inting gestureccan be lused'as.an indica-
. a

tor to predic the acquirement of sPee. (Mural, 19i6)1 .
. . ...-

..,

We believ that the degree of.de elopment of nol't,erbal behAviorused in the
.interaction bet n. infants and othe

/`
s can provide significant information.' We .."

,

have studied nonverbal behavlor in normal infantst,with speeific qcus on the
..

/pointing gejture, in order to aid 'reevaluation of the prognosis of childr*n
s j ' ,

who have retardation in their language developbent. Our study,
I

which
i

is based
/ . . -.

-,

on cross-sectional _and,pngitudinal studies-Nakaba et al;1979), revealed the
t

.- .

following: 1) the pc4ntiAg ge t e does ,dot alvays.qceur prid'r to the emergence

6
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-
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of meaningful words, although it often occurs at that time; 2) individual.

differerices apng infants regarding the time of the emergence of the pointing

gesture to thinis,thatthey.want (6-11 months after birth) are less than those. '

regarding the time'of the eTergence of meaningful words (6-15 Months after

birth); 3)* when mother asks her infant the position of an object, the infant

,

.

.

can pdint to it at age 9 to 16 months. Furthermore, the infant can point at
,

.
. .

;,
figures in a picture book from age 10 to 16 months; 4) ,infants can search for a

hidden thing using.visual representations'as-tues in an ex*imental situatibmp
*

.

befoje they can spontaneously point to things, they want. Another study (Ii11aka,.

44. WSkaba & Shimada, 1981) revealed that after infants.can accurately find the' t\

, .,
1.4.

*

.- r
position where 'a toy is hidden in one df.three bokces from ages.6 to 8 months, -'

\,4 q' .

the begin to point, tr. things that they knew to attract their mothers', attention
0

,

.'

'A- ',;" (4 age 9to 1.2 mOnths)., ,
_ 1

4,m Many studies on the pOinting gesture in infants have recentlyii been per-

fotmed based on questionnaires and.observatioral methods (Bates et al., 1975,
i.

.,

1979; Ito, 1980;Ishik, 1978; Komatsu,,1978, 1979;-iftrphy, '1978; MurAhy &.

. Messin,j1977;,Nakatsuka & Miyake 1979; Ohama et al., 1981;'Ohtsuk. 1981; Sato &

----\.Nakashima, 19771" Yamadq & Nakanishi, 1981; A'amanta, 1971). rdeotaping has also
.

. ,
:' I

been used to observe the situation in detail., However, nd $ udy based on ---

lOng-term observation is presently availableithat deals with the appearlInce and

development of pointing as an interaction between mothers and their children.

Therefore, this' longitudinal study was initiated to observe :thelevelopment of

pointing in infants during their fir* two years.. .

c
METHOD

-.. .

77
1 Subjects ow,

1

.....

Subjects were fodr Japanese infants (2malesand 2 females) and their 0

At'

mothers who fulfilled the following criteria:
i

t
.

. ..,

1') `The infants were born at full term'l and no abnormal findings were,observed

at birth by their obstetricians: .
.

.
.

.

2) t-pecliatric nenrologist>determined that'the,infants had'grown favorably ,

.

..

,. . . since birth. -*
or-

.

,

... ,
.

.. f 4.
0 I4. .

. 62 ,
....,,

(
4
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3 'The-infants were their parents' tirit child, and-were,carad fQr by their
6

.mothets.

4) The parents:were physidally and mentally healthy and had gi-aduated from a

school above high school. .

5) The conditioicof their dome was economical]y and psychologically stable. '

Procedures

Certaim toys were placed in a small room for this 'study. Situafions where,
. ,

the infants and their mothers were playing were recorded by videotape for 15

minutes once a month' from 3 tg 24 montfiP following their birth. The mothers

werebinstructed to. play with their infants as they did at home.
.

.Tbefoliowing toys were given to each infant at ages 3 to 11 months:. a

I teething ringt a Small'nd large
.

rattle (a soupris produced Whelk it is waved),
,

a vinyl duCk (a sound is produced when it is,pushed), a self- righting ttoy (a
fr.

(

O sound is produced when it is rolled), a vinyl hammer (a sound is produce& when
,

f
it hits something), .a stuffed doll for girls, a stuffed bear, and two

telephones:' These toys are Commorely given to infants in the ordinary Japanese

'. home. In addition LO these toys, txcept f,or the teething ring and the -small and
,

6. large rattle, the follOwdAlg toys were given to each 1.1.1fant.at ages 12 to 24

months: a boy's doll, a gi 's doll; a vinyl aniMaltefour picture books, a Car,

two mini -cars, two mini-buses, blocks, awooderi wagon for blocks;, and 'a ball.
. k

These toys are also.commonlygiven to infants in the ordinary Japanese home.
.

. The videotape was ttansferted to anothel fape-with digdtal'indications and
.

, 7 1
.

repeatedly obsdrved. Poinkrt& ketiavio/1 an'dTelated behaviors wcre.observed in

both mothers and ;cleft- infants,. A,situaan where 2 Of the infants (A and B.)
,6.

.

were, playing with their motherrs when they wete.1 and 2 months tad was alst;

. 4 recorded by Videotape for use as s pplementary data.

$Suppldilientary
. .

A questionnaire pn-whifh each%mother recorded the general

het-child every month and eXperimental data on,irisualrepresen

infant (Shithada, 1979) art used:

AA

p
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 7

1., Development of pointing behavior

a)- The emergence of pointing behavior.
\

There a're two ways of pointing:i.e., contact pointing (infants point at.

an object by directly touching, it with -their finger) and separate pointing (the

finger does not touch the object to4which the infant points). In contact

pointing, the point where the fingertouches_an object indicates the, object; in

separate pointing, the direction in which the finger points' indicatj the

object. In order to examine the occurrence o1 both .contact and separate types_

pf pointing, the following situations were obsevtred: 1)* 5 secondS before either .

mother or infant pointed at or to an object,'the behavior of the other pers'on;

2) the behavior of both mother and infant'when either Mother or infantoointed

at or to an.object; 3) 5 seconds after either mother or infant pointed at or to

an object, the behavior of the-other person. Simultaneously, ga?e,' the object
.

pointed at,vocalization or 'speech, and physical movements were recorded.

The first contact pointing in all subjects occurred at'age.8 to 41 months
- ,

with an average of 9.3 months.' Op the otharhand, the first separate pointing

,

.

-occ1orred at age 10 to 17 months With an average of 12.7 months. As for the
,.

mothers, conta t_point-ing occurred when infants wexe7 to 17-months of"age (an

. ,

average, 10.7 nths).and separate pointing occurred when infants were 7 to 22

months (an ave6ge,'12.7 months). The frequency 'Of pointing behavior in both

motheri and their children is "am in Figs. 1-4, Separate pointing was less

'frequent in both mothers and infants ,because the situation inl.the experimental

room wasnot prepared in4a way which facilitated separate pointing. Contact

pointingt in both mothers and Infants was most oftemseen
(
in'ibinting at a

picture took. This was frequently peen 12 monthS after birth or subsequently

1 (when infants began )to'be interested-in picture,book.a). 4 B

Escalona (1973) reported that adults beganto point at objects to attract
. 4 .

ipfants',,at- tentiOn when the infants were 7, or 8 months old. thisis earlier

,than when the infants egin to point A'nbjeCts, i.e., 9 -12 months (by Sato,
.v

1A9,7Y,A6.
reported- that 99.27. of the infants thqy studied begin ,to pointing at

%-
. :

ail'ohject.'prior to 12\benthkof'age). That is, if seems that ,pointing behavior

4
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in mothers begins earlier than in theirinfants.".Vany investigators have

observed that pointing behavior in mothers 'occurs prior to the,ir infants'.

Insubjects A (female) and B (male), the emergence of pointing in mothers

preceded their infants. Howeyer, this was not observed in subjects C (female)

and D (male). The mothers' behavior towards their children differed in subjects

A ;an frand *subjects C and D. Nonverbal behavior was diversified in subjects Ai

and B,:'and not.in subjects C and D.. As for verbal behavior, mothers of subjects

A'and B significantly diversifie&their speech so that 'their infants might be

able to learn various features of the.object they spoke about. On the other
Alb

hand, mothers of subject's C and t spoke simply and'they often made disagreeable

responses to approaches from their infants (Iitaka, 1979). Therefore, it can be

said that when the notlier's behavior is diversified, objects are frequently

pointed at to attract the attention of their infants,

b)- function of pointing

. Table 1 shows the first instance of pointing in mothers and their infants.

Bates et al. (1975) classified pointing into i\oncommunicative pointing and

communicative poitting. Thefirst instance of pointing in all subjects was

observed in a communicative situation.

In regard to subsequent pointing, contact pointing was used in most cases

when both mothers and their infants pointed at a certain part of -1Ke object

around the infants Of course separate pointing was used when both mothers and

theiltnfants pointed to objects at a distance from their index fingers.

Furthermre, when situations where.contacCandseparate types of pointing

occurred were examined in detail, both mothers and their infants pointed at or

to'objects present'in the visual field of the other persos durdni the darly

stages and their pointing behavior was accompanied by sounsis or language when

the objects were not present in the other person's visual field., That is,
0 4

infants point at, or to objects present in the visual field shared by both

themselves and their mothers. This also can be said.to be the case in mothers.

.However, mothers in.whorrithe emergence of pAnting behaviorlas later than that
t

/- of their infants did not point at of to- objects at a time when the infants were
1

gazing at the oblect.- That is, when these mothers pointed at or to an object,
)

they did not pay attention to whether or- not the visual field was shared by boti;

themge e and their 'infants.

4...
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Subsequently, both mothers and their infants .began to,point at or to

1

- Ili

objects that-were in different visual fields es the infants began to positively 1

.
'

respond to the outer world 'and as they began to ate at various objects around .

\them. Consequently,, their mothers'did not always follow the objects at which

their infants were gazing..

Infant,il voluntarily pointAd at or to objects to attract tfieir mother's . :-

attention insole cases and to retpond to their motha\rs' actions in the other

cases. Voluntary pointing behavior of infants towards their mothers attracts

'theirattention. ThereLA,--pointing plays a role in demonstrating' the objects

;which both the mother and infant are concerned with in the interaction between

mother and the infant. This'has the same effect as thefollowing in the 'be--..

havioral context: ,1) Infants point at or.to an'obj ect they want. '()" want

"this"); 2) They point at or to an objet to ask ("what's "this"); 3) They point

at or to an object they gaze at (I'm loaking at "this"). "This" in these situe-

tionscorresponds to pointing.

When info:fits respond to theit mothers' actions, they respond verbally if

they-can; however, because they are not aple to speak during their early stages,

they point at or to the Objects their mothers speak about. This responding
-

behavior suggests that the Infants understand the necessity of responding to

their mothers' actions by some means and they also understand the property of

language in their re4onding to their mothers' actions. The author therefore

.considers,thet such pointing behavior in infants function;;. as language.

The\next step in the pointing behavior of infants is,when they point to the

position and direction orobjectS when their mot 'hers ask. This becomes possible '

when infants can'understand what their mothei are saying. Pointing is accom-

panip1 by communicative vocalization during the early'stage. As vocabulary

increases, pointing is accompanied.by. words. After sentence structure is

mastered, pointing begins to be actompanied,by sentences.

'
Ate processes suggest that pointing'in infants has the function bf

selecting an object from their environment and expressing it and that pointing

comes to be accompanied by speech which has the function'of more defJmitely

Indicating the content tobe expressed..

Pointing is not initiated before infants wish,,, to express something ts)

mothers. A means of expression, i.e.,'the capacity to make clerly a recognil-

I 3



.ahleshape with the fingers, must be availab le for'the'infants in order to

expresalWhat they mean. However,. if infanes4can product link of` sounds as 0
.

socially accepted and they cannot make pCiint with their fingers, the emergence

of meaningful words seems to Precede pointing.

Pram this, we believe that the use of pointing'closely correlates with the

development of the'capacityfor verbh communication. Thisaspect of oorrela-

tion should be studied further.

.2. Behavior related to the emergence of pointing

a) The correlation between pointing and the emergence of searching behavior

with interposed visual representationg, and of, showing and giving

Bates et al. (1975) reported that showing,cgiving, and pointing occur at

the same tiMe.

There is_a correlation between pointing and the certain object being

pointed at; i.e., pointing (significant) means a'certain object (signifig). The

Ifferentiation between significant and Signifig must beobserved. Therefore, '

the behavior of infan4s.in the experimental situations was observed to exemplify,
,

thesdifferentiation between significant and, signifig. ayes found that when a

toy which an infant had gazed at and handled-,was hidden in o7 of 3 boxes in

front of the infant; he (she) wasable to gaze at and handle the box. Morehead
A

& Morehead (1974) interpreted the behavior of infants who are able to search for

a hiddef. object propeily as the denoting of the differentiation between /the.

' object that means.(the po'sition of a hidden object) and the object that is meant

(a hidden object). It 4 therefore considefed that the behavior of infants who
6

gaze at and handle a box in which a toy is hidden exemplifies the diffiIti-

.
,

4
1 LA

ation between significant and signifig. The age of infants who can gaze at and ..

-handle the box in which a toy was hidden is regarded as tie age of "the first
4

appeatance of goal-orienting behavior",. and the age of infants who gaze at sand.

handle' only the box in which a 1.,oy is hidden was.regarded. as the age of
-0

estab-

lishment of goal-orienting behavior" (Shlmeda, 197.9). Figure 5 show the order

of the emergence of four kinds of behavior in infants, ofth'e emer e of '

,:
kinds of behavioy in mothers; and of tie emergence of shared activity, in which

the visual world shared by both infants and their mothers. .

When infants were 3 monthi older, both infants and their mothershad Lready

experienced gazingat the same toy "sharing the same visual world) and handling

°



it together. "Showing" isthe beha
I for fn which a man fs showing an object in

his hands to.another peison. The In showing an object shares the visual world
.k

, with the other person . "Pointing" is considered tObeihemoi-e-P-Ogisivels
.

.
behavior of "showing".

When theinfdnts were 3 months

mothers,? $followed by contact and se

followed, by "pointing ".
,

Iriihe case of infants, 'Contadt po4nZing followed "showing" (A, II, C) or

old,. "staling" and "giving" Were seen in

arate pointing. Thatsis, "showing" was

both behaviors occurred at the sametime (0\fellowed by separate pointing.

.
\ , .

However, there was no correlation between giving anti ,contact and separate .

pointing with.re&rd to the order of their emerge e.. This suggests that

contact pointing occurs earlier than,separate Ointing because the latter type

Of pointing-is more symbolic. 'However, data obtainedfrem the - present study

2'
could not clarify the order of the emergence of both types of pointing.

. ,

With r'egaid to a correlation between goal-orienting behavior lor a hidden

toy andpointing, goal- orienting behavior always preceded separate pointing,

suggesting that the infants could recognize that the position of a hidden toy

(significant) means the hidden toy(signifie)'earlier than that the direction of

pointing. (significant) means the objeceofpointing (signifie). The differenti-

ation between significant and signlfie in relation to the dmergence of pointing

should be,studied further. ip a]so necessary to claiify what produces the`
..

differentiation bootween significant and signifie and how the degree of the

differentiation between.them progresses in the emergence of painting.

. b) Eye pointing'and the development of infants' capacity to approah
4

interesting objedts

In 'a real sieuatiop where infanti and.their mothers were'playing, when

infants were gazing at a toy, their motherA picked it up tend brought it.closeto ,

the Infants. Such gazing behavioc-has-the same effect as poipting behavior-for

demand, and Grey -(1978} called it "'eye pointing". When eye pointing is seen,
.

.. .

mothers-begin to interpret,the gaze.of,clheir infants as signific4pthehavior..

It is impOrtant to clakify'how mothers and their
(

infants came to bind by
8

exchanging such a visUalgaze.
.

.From the fact that infafts

pointing` behavior, the infants'

J
extend their pointed finger-to an object in

motor capacit,' to aPproach a object must be

.

Y
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delzeloped.' When the infants are able to reachan object readily, the'dAgree of

the necessity 'to communicate pith their mothers 'to ask theirs help by. means of .

15bibrihrdecei-ases. The pr66ess of-devercipMentof pointing in subjects'A and B
s... ..

. - T.
was examined. ftom 1 month after girth to the emergence of contact pointing:' The

.results are shown in Tables'2 And 3.
-

As was already been mentioned, mutual interaction between p hers and their

infants was 'diversified and active. 'Furehermore,- pointing was used frequently
. :.

in both'mothers and their intents in.their mutual interaction from the earliese7
y

staged

Mutual gazing,betweeninfante and their mothei.s was observed when infants

were 1 month old.. Simultaneously, visual-visual communication between mothersft,..

and their infants was established. When infants gazed at a toy, .eco-oriented
.

gaze was noted in their mothers. Furthermore, when infanta did not gaze'at the

object their mothers showed Oem, their mothers stopped showing 'it. When the

,'infants%were f month old, infants and-. their Mothers already shared.the same

concerns. This was establishedvbecause the,mothers followed their infants,' -

, -.

gaze- Thit' hat also been reported by'Collis (f977). At 3 months of age,
-

infants begaP n to gaze at objects around them more ffequently. Visual communi-

cation between infants and therr mothers was seen when both of them shared the

. same visual warld.;.D.T.gaging atthe same object. This is o r basis'tgat initi-
.

a4es painting: ,

ThelarWstage of gazing in 4.nants has the function of" attracting their
.

mothers' attention and changing their mothers' behaVior. At 4 months of xagel

infants' mothers picked up an object their infants gazed at and drew,it lose
. .

them. This occurred because the mothers recognized that the infants' c pacity

to approaoh the object with/.their hands and the infants' capacity to handle and

holdit had already develbped. The phenomenon seen
/
at this stage is se- called

1

"eye pointing ".. Because the mothers reaction to their infants' gaze wa s
.

1 '
1

'd - i.e.,mothers moved'objectS to adapt to their infant's'
.
deMand rePre-
r

sented By the infants' gazing -, an eye pointing loop was established.

At 5 or 6 months of age, eye pointing was-s9metimes.accompanied by_reach-

ing. Mothers responded moreirecePtively to eye pointing accompanied by reaching

'thaneto eye pointicfgl alone betauSe adults have more,experierCe pith behavior in'
. ,

which an adult gages at an
ft

f

object, stops other movements, and then extends-his
.

..

. no'
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hands 'towards the object with the purpose of touching or holdin'g it. That is,
, -

adults understand that reaching is.not merely an lotion but also gesture that

a desire to approach the bbject.at which One
.

In the next` step, as the infants' capacity to approach an object, accompa-

nied- by movements o f the upper body, increases, the mothers did not respond as

,receptively to the eye pointing of their infants or to ey4pointing accompanied

by reaching (sometimes accompanied by movements of the upper body to approach

the object).

Finally when infants could walk holding onto somethings or could walk by

themselves and could approach an object more readily than before, they stopped

eye pointing or eye pointing accompanied by reaching.

Mothers respond receptively tz the behavioTof infants who are gazing at

,various objects during the early stages. However, as it becomes possible for

infants to approach, select, and handle interesting objects by themselves (at

the age of 6.or 7 months), the degree of their mothers' recep tive responses

, 'decreases. From that time, eye pointing begins to be accompanied by:feaching in

order to give more significant information to the mothers Who do not respond to

the infants' eye pointing as,recePtively as before.
.

f
ox

Contact pointing did not occur until eye pcineing and. eye pointing accompa-

nied by reaching became'lnactive. It see'rns that the'following'Onditions are

established prior to the emergence'ofcontect pointing after infants have

frequently experiericed that their reaching is interpreted as significant behav-

ior and is re4Wonded to: 1) I4fantg recognize that certain behavior is

interpreted as a gesture; 2) They can point with their fingers;.3) They can

recognize a certain part of objects around them by visual- representations.

Separate pointing, which occurred 1 to 3 months later than contact point-

ing, was used to:communicate to their mothers the object the 4nfants perceive or
.

know. A developmental study of comprehension far pointing (Ito, 1980), which

was based on an 1,XperiMent,_quoted
4
that infants could comprehend pointing at

objects near tothem earlier than the pointing to objects distance from them.

This suggests that contact pointing emerge earlier than separate pointing.

liccording to preirious'Studies.(Yamaura, 1971; Sato et al., 1977; Komatsu, 1979),

it seems- that separate pointing was seen when infants point to food they want or

to objects that they want to touch separate from them frequently'ocurs earlier

,

- 10 '
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in daily life than, the aforementioned separate pointing. °However, the present,
.

data_couldnot clarify the definite time of the first appearnace of separate

pointing.

c) Conditions for the emergence of pointing behavior

In addition to the previously mentioned conditions before emergence;of'

pointing behavior which seem attributable-to the infanta' experience and capac

ity precedent to the pointing behavior, it also seems necessary for infants to

be exposed to their mothers' pointing behavior. This may be because mothers

point at or to an object present in the visual field of their infarits and

because they confirm whether or not the infants gaze aft.the obiects.
mw

If the

infants do not gaze at an object, the mothers attempt to attract their infants'%

attentionby using verbal behavioi. Murphy et al. (1977) also found that when

mothers used separate pointing with their irlfanrs, theyisimultaneously looked at

the object being pointed to and looked at their infants. That is, mothers

usually confirm whether or not their infantsftazeltt the oblect at Or to which .

they point. Such an experience makes the infants expect the same behavior in

their mothers when they point at or to an obiect. Although'the present study

'1* could not conclude Who used either contact or separate pointing earlier, mothers

or their infants, the mannerof the infants' behavior suggested that the
e

gence of pointing behavior in mothers preceded that of their infants.

When infants point at or to an object they gaze at, the integration of

vision and the movement of fingers, and he infants'
capacity

for poking are

necessary. During the eafly stages of integration of vision and physical

movement, the infants attempt to touch an object they an gazing at. This

behavior progresses with gage zthe infants become able to move their body close

to the object at which they gaze. Yamaura (1971) repdrted that poking has,

already been established in infants who can point to objects. This also seen in.

these.subjects1
e

,Figures 6 and 7 summarize the infants' experience and gapaciby prior to

pointing. That is, the following conditions must precede the pointing behavior

of infants; ly Symbolic function must be developed; 2) Visualvisual communi

cation between mothelt and their infants must be established; 3) The meaning of

the infants' gazing behavior must be acquired; 4) An eye pointing loop must be

established; 5) The'capacity for movement of the fingers and the whole body

11

14
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must 4e developed (the development, of the capacity for movement integrated in

gazing behavior and the development of poking are,included); 6) The infants'
- ,

hehavioi must be interpreted as significant and have meaning for their mothers;

and 7) The infantsmust understand the meaning of their mothers' pointing.

Furthermore, it seems that the infant's capacityto selectively perceive an

object around' him must bedeveloped. However, this aspec't was not dealt with in-
.

the ptesent study.

. The present study dealt with the process of the development of pointing

It

.
a t

behavior in:detail in several; subjects. Furt;hei.study with many subjects may

determine whetber or not the present phenomena'are univerlel
r .

4
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able 1 Objects pointed at in the first pointing,of mothers and.infants

Subect

Contact pointing_ Separatp_pointing
-.0

Mother Infant . Mother ' Ikani

Pendant hanging Eye of the, teddy

from her neck (7M) bear on,her lap
A

(11M)

Doll which is4at

a distance of 1

meter from the

Picture of an

elephant in a bcie,,,

near her standing

infant (10M) foot (13M)

Eye of the teddy Nose of the teddy Small rattle which The ceiling. of

bear whose 'do'se the 'bear which he is in a infants the room (10M)

.infant is already brought.(9M) fiend, (9M)

ouching (9M)

Ornament on the Teething ring which Small rattle near The Video camera

foot of 'the dcli

which the infant

is in the mothers'

hand '(314).

the infant (7,M) in the room (.11M)

is manipulating

(10M),

Wooden wagon which

is at a distance

D of 50cm from the

infant (17M)

Siig rattle which

is being held by

bosh the mother

and, hiri (9M) .0

Note: M refers to the infant's 'age in month

Mini-bus which is

at a distance of

40cm fpemthe

infant (22M)

Wooden wagon which

is also pointed at

by the mother at a

distance of 50cm

- from him (17M



I .
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Table 2. The Process of the Eiergence of Eye Pointing and Development of the .

Infant's Capacity to Approach anctnteresting Object '(Subject A)

A

.

Age

.

0
. . .

, . .

The infant's behaulhetowards things of interest and her motber's.response.to

it
-

. A ,,,

.

.

The infanes'capatity

to approach an inter-
.

esting toy
NI

1

.
,-

'
', ''

.

. , Eye pointing,
,

. . ..

.

.

1 mo.

. . A .... t
P

The infant has no ca-

pacity to approach all

interesting toy.
...essmome..

.

-

.
6. .

Visual-uisual 'communication between

mother and .her infant is establish-

ed. The mother recognizes'an

object at which the infant gazes as

an interesting one and respOnds re-
.

ceptively to the infant's gazing.

,

.

the infant is held in her mother's arms in a face to face position.'

The infant continues to gaze at her mother's face. ----.The mother continues to
-

gaze at the infant.

'The infant is held sideways in her mother's arms"'

When the ;Other waves a small rattle, the infant does not ,look at it, tik

hply gazes at the mother's face.---. The mother stops showing it.

.

.

AtSame

2 mos.

. - r.

The infant can touch an

interesting tog, if the.

toy is placed near the

tips of her fingers.

,

,

. _ ,

Even if the mother shc:Fs..a toy, her

infant does not look at it and con-

tinues to gaze at the m er's

face.

'
`1.'

.

...

' >
.

..

The infant is held in her mother's arms in a face to face position 1

The infant continues to gaze at the mother's face÷The mother TItInues,tn

gaze at the infant.
)

posture'

While.the infant is looking at the- mother's arm, shg is touching it.--.The
.

motheel s at the infant touching the mOtheevarm.

(The infa s held sideways in her mother's arms' .

The infant continues to gaze at her mother's face, even though the mother

waves a small rattle (sound is produced). + The mother stops showing it.

.

.

3 Sos.

.

.
..., .

p."I - .

-..

If an interesting toy

is placed near the .
infant's hands, the

infant can extend her

hands towards the toy .

to touch it. *

\,,

,O.

-

1

The infant gazes at and touches , '

the toy the mother shows}

i ,..
,

.

.
^

.

-
.

The infant is lying on herfacel

When the mother waves a large rattle in front of her infant's face., the

infant continues to gaze at it and then, touches it..:--.The mother gazes at
. .

"her.infant gazing at ehe large,rattle and wklenpe infant looks alty, the
110

mother stops sh+ing4it.

'

.

,
1

20



Oh.

4

.

,

4 mos.

. .

.
-

.

0

The infinE can touch an

interesting toy, if the

to 14"placed 4n the

range where the infant

can touch it.

1

. .

,

When the infant continues to gaze

it an object Placed where that

infantcahnot touch it"the1rher

ay bringit'close to the Infant

* establishment of eye pointing).

Eye pointing is sometimes accompe
. 0

nied by signal vocalization.,
e

1The infant is lyini)on her face 1 1,- ' . ,

.

The infant gazes,at* a self-righting toy next to der head, beginsAo whine,
..

and looks away.from the toy. The mother places the self-righting toy in.

the place where-the infant can tiWch it.
.

.
, .

. .
c J

. .

k4
P 4144

. -

A

5 mos.

',. ,,

.

,e- . '''
._

',

A
A

i"'
. 411 .

TAt infant can, al-

though unsteadily, sit
. .-.

by herself. fhb infsns

can extrd her hands

and hold a try steadily,
...

if the toy is placed in

ie range where_the

infant can touch it,

.

,

. .

..

...

C* Eye pointing is seen.

,

,5
'

,

.
_ -

.

N

.

. .

000,"

i

,

.

- .
IThe infant is lying on her face 1 0e.--.., f

When the mother takes a doll her lad, her ,infant iolloWs* the doll.
.'.4. The mother shows the doll with her hands in frInt of the infant's face,

e
. -f!Same posture!

'..

'''

.

' 4-
to gaze at a self-righting toy the mother- rolls -'After tfie infant continues,

e .-

(sound is produced),, the infant looks sway fYbm it. .The mother picks up
' 0

.the doll and gives Mu) herolii .

The infant is sitting I .. 4

Even though.the mother produces a sound with'a vinyl ducknear.the infant, ,-

the infant does not look at it. * The'mothee Ztdnsshowingit. --

., . , ,

.

'

6 mos.

4 -.infant

.

.
,

.

.
the infant can sit

.without Iliklp. Ev'en if,

an i eresting toy is

pl in the place ,

he a the infant cannot

mich it' thethe infant

can lean forward and

eachowith her hands to

hold it (The range

where the infant can

reach wit4,her hands
.

becomes larger).

r
. ,

.

* Eye\,5ointing is seen. .

** Eje pointing accompanied by

reaching is seen: The mother

interprets the reaching of the

infant as significant nehavior'and

responls.xeceptiVely to it (she
/

gives an object to her infant).

.
.......

-

Ast

. .

.

A.

.

' .

k

..

.

,

.

IThe infant is standing, being held upright in,her Mother s hands.

The infant gazes at* the duck 'on the floor (but cannot .touch it).---. The
0

,mother pecks.it up.and gives it, to the'
-
iinfant. :1

'Tile infant is sitting I

.

The infant picks Up'the duck near to him and *Idles A duck. Whentthe duck

rolls to an area ,where the infantcannot react With her hands, the infant
.

extends her hands towards it continuing to gaze at** it.,-.Immediately, the

mother picks it up and gives it to the infant: ..0 '(

(The infant is lying,down 1 . ..,,..

The infaht gazes at** a duck on,left aide and extends her
c
hadds towards the ,

duck (the infant.cannot touch tt)----,The mothetliiiiika.it up and lets the
.

hold it in he; hands.
Ar, r

* eye pointing

** eye pointing accompanied by 9

reaching
\

23
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VI/

a

-

.

1

7 mos.

lir

.

.-

.

.

:

.

.
,

The infant cam sit'

steadily by herself,

The-infant can reach

with her hands: If ,the

infant is held in 'her

mother's hands, the

infant can lean forward

and extend her hands

to.fards the toy placed

'at. a further distance

from the infant.

-

,

-
.

. ,

1

t.

,

.

:s ' 461

/

,
..

.

.

.*

.

* Eye pointing is seen. The mother

does not respond as receptively to..
.

eye pointing as before.

** Eye pointing accompaeied by

reaching are seen, some imes :lc--

companied by'signal vocalization.

ir

The mother responds receptively to k

her infanes.behavior (she brings

an object, which is a distance
.

where the infant cannot reach, to a

place whege the infant can touch it,
,.'

makes her infant hold it iri her,

hands, or moves her 'infant close to

an object).

. . .

-

.

,,,
1

.

- .

1-1 ...

o o )

. ,

.,

.
,

. 0

.

.

se.

a
g.

1

0.

.

...

-

0

'The infant is standing, being held upright in her mother's hands I 4..

The infant gazes at* a self-righting toy on the floor .* The mother rolls it

and produces a sound. '

'See posture] \ .

The infant continues to gaze at* a seif-rightinwtoy on the floor.--- The

mother movetthe infant to a position where the infant call touch the toy and

has the infaa'sit.
.-

'The infant is sitting on her mother's lap I

The,pant is continues to gaze at*.a. doll on the 'floor (she cannot touch it).

--41he mother picks it up and lets thg infant hold it in her'hands.

Pit infant is lying down'

The infant continues to gaze At gelf-righting toy on her left side and

reaches with her left hand (but cannot touch it). ---. The mother places the

';6,toy near the infant. _

The infant is sitting 1 '
,

The infant continues to gazat** a self-righting toy and reaches with her
,-

hands (but Cannot touch it).-=- The mother moves the infant to a position
, - ,

where she can touch the toy:
i

...

tr& -infant is sitting on her mother's' lap I

.. ,

The infant_ continues to gaze at** A self-righting toy and extends her left

hand towards-it (she can touch it if she stretch the hands) .---0 The mother

helps the infant lean forward to pick up the toy by-herself by supporting the

infant with her hinds.
o.

.1'The infant is creeping'
.

The infant continues to gaze at** a telephone and extends hair hands towards

the telephone. But, because the infant cannot touch it, she begins to whine.
t

+ The mother brings the telephone near her infant. *
_

Pie infant is sitting
.

.The infant continues to at* i doll (but cannot touch it) k ,After she
....-

continues to gaze at*4 the telephone, the mother brings it*near her.

.

4
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,..teething

8 tads.

.

...

e,

The infant can sit

steadily by herself.

The infant can lean

forward and reach with

hex hands to touch the

toy and surrounding

objects at sitting

posture,

. .

-

(

.

t

The mother interprets the object

that the infant gazes at as an

/1fiteresting one.

* Eye pointing is seen.

** Eye pointing accompanied by

reaching (sometimes accompanied by

movements of the entire body) are

seen.

J.
.

)

-

.

.

IThe infant is ly .ing down I

-6.

While the infant is playing with a small rattle, the mother waves a teethipg

ring (produces h sound) in front of her infant's face, but her infant only

glances at it and looks away. .* The mother stops showing the teething ring.

IThe infant is sitting I .

The infant continues to gaze at* the doll and the teething ring (but cannot

touch them). + The mother picks up the doll and puts it close to the infant.

However, when the mothe14%noticeethat her infant continues to gaze at*, the

ring, she picks it up and brings it closer, to a position where the

infant can toucliqt. 4, .
The infant is sitting on her mother's lap I

The infant continues to gaze at* a smalf rattle on the floor (but cannot
%

touch it ---. The mother ,picks it up and gives it to her infant.

The infant is sitting -

While the infant is gazing at** a doll, she opens her left hand and extends

it towards the doll (but cannot touch it).--. The mother brings the doll

closer, to a position where the infant can touch it

IThe infant is lying down j 44

Themnfant face; towards the left side, continues to gaze at** a self-

righting toy on fhe left gide, and extends her righthand towards the toy

(bat cannot.touch it).: --The mother draws the self-righting toy closer, to a

position where the infant can touch I.t. .

The infant is standing. being held upright in her mother's hands

Tihile the infant continues to gaze at** a selfaifighting toy on the floor, she

extends both hands and leans forward towards the toy (but cannot touch it):-.

$ mother holds the upper part of the infant in her handstand moves the
.infant close to the toy. `.

-

27



I

,e)

,

So

ov

9 mos.

.

I

.

The infant can approach

an interesting toy by

creeping.

The infant cap'sit

steadily by herself.

The infant can lean

forward #nd can change

her body's direction,

thereby enabling the

infant to touch an

,object placed at a
.

greater distance fro m
.

the infant' at sitting

posture.

1

* Eye pointing is seen.

*A Eye pointing and reaching are

seen.

1 ,

If the Want can approach an,

interesting object by herself, the

mothei does not help.

.

.

infant is sitting . . . , .,The
e

A small rattle rolls fromothe infant's hand to the floor, and the infant "

gazes at* the rattle.r--+The mother immediately picks it up and gives it to

theinfant.
1

!Same posture ,
. '

Obile the infant is looking at** a telephone, Rlaced where she 'can touctlt,

she extends her_hands.---.The mother watches the infant's behavior.

e

C`

.

'

1

. ,e ,

16 mos.

. .
4

. . ,

While.the infant is continuing to gaze at an interesting toy, she creeps to

.approach they toy. ---- The mother watches hep infant's behavior without help-

ing. The infant does nat extend her hands towards a toy continuing to gaze
--

at it.

.

.
%...

' .
e

,'

The infant can approach

an interesting toy by

creeping or walking to

hold,onto something.
.

.

4
.

. :
Neither eye pointing nor eye point-

ing.accompanied by reaching is seen.

The infant can reach interesting

objects by herself. The mother-

watches the infant's behavior with-

out help. .

II mos.

.
, . . -

The 'infant neither gazes at toys not extends her hands towards them continu-

ing to gaze them.'

A .'

,-, I

The infant can stand up

by herse ).f and can walk,

sometimes holding some-

thing, to approach an

interesting toy.

.

° .
.

Neither eye pointing nor eye point-

ing accompanied by reaching seen.

,.

.

,

.4

28
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Table 3. The Pricess of the Emergence of Eye Pointing and Development' of the

Infant's Capacity to Approach an Interesting Object (Subject B)

Age
The infgnt's behavior towards things of interest and her mother's response to

it

The infant's capacity

to approach an inter-

esting toy

1

r

ere pointing :..,

) . r(
I $

V.

tev

.

1 mo.

,

o
,

The infant has no ca-
'

pacity to approach an

interesting toy.

, .

. t

i

.

1 "
Yisual-Asual communication between

mpther''and her infant is establlsh-

%d. The mother recognizes an

object at which the infant gazes as
. v

an interesting one and responds

-receptively to the infant's gazing.

f

V

Tlae infant is lying on his face

The infant continues to gaze at his mothies face in spite of his mother's

showing and shaking a small rattle.---0. The mother continues to gaze at the
.

infant and stops to shake.

'Same posture'

When the mother waves a small rattle, the infant does not look at it, but

continues to gaze ae the mother's face, then he looks at the small rattle.--*

The mother continues to gaze at the infant.
I /

Same posture

The infant gazes at the teething ring when mother si Ices it near his face.--.

The mother continues to look at the infant's face.

2 mos.

e
.

,

The infant cannot

touch an interesting

toy, even if the toy is

placed near the tips of

his fingers.

,,

.

. .

.

Even if the mother shows a toy, her

infant does not look at it and.con-

tines to gaze at the mother's face.

, .

.o

i4

The infant is held in his mother's arms i 'a face to face position on mother's

lap .
..

.The infant gazes at the mother while he is sucking.-- The mothercontinuei to

loOk at the infant's face. ,

.

The infant is lying on his fate -

The infant gazes at the mothers face with vocalization when the mother shakes

the infant's hand with her hand.-- The Mother continues to look at the

infant's face.

'The infant is held in his mother's arms in a face to face position on mother's

,37;;
.,

When mother shows and shakes the small rattle in his visual fie14, CAe infant

looknot l at it Bute tidoes n
c,

The motherh h000 a, u continues to gaze at the mother --- e moter stops

shaking it. . . IF

7

p
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2 mos.

.

'
.' .

,-,

.

. .

'IThe infant Is lying on his face I

1

When the mother. shows and shakes a small rattle and shows a vinyl duck which

produces sound near his face, the infant doesnot look at them, but continues
4,

to gaze at the mother's face.

3 mps.

.

. f . ..
The infant can hold a

toy and shake his hand

with the toy if the

mother lets the infant

hold it in his hand.

The infant gazes at objects which

mother shows. A

, ,

A

IThe infant is.,lying on his face I
. .

The infant ,looks the teething ring and vocalizes when the mother shakes it

near his face. The mother has the Infant hold it in hie hand, after gazing

at the infant's -face.

.

. .

4 mos.

-

If an interesting toy

is placed near the

infant's hands, the

infant can extend his

hands towards the .toy

to hold it.

When the infant continues to gaze

at an object placed where the

infant cannot touch it, the mothd

brings it closer to the infant

(* establishment of eye pointing).

IThe infant is held in his mother's arms in-TTilcqposition on her lap

When the mother draws a self-righting toy close to the infant,'the infant

gazes at it.-The mother looks at Ole infant gazing.

The infant is sitting on its mother's lap

The infant,*gazes at the vinyl duck on the floor (he cannot reach it).--.The

mother lets the infant hold it in his hand.

'

5 mos.

Even if the infant

cannot reach an inter-

esbing toy by himself,

he can reach it by

stretching his upper

body and hands when

held in mother's hands

in a sitting posture

(the range he can reach

has expanded). .
.

.

.

.

If the infant, turns his gaze away

from an object, the Mother takes

off it (the mother interprets the
.

gaze of her infant as a represen-

cation of interest and responds re-.

ceptively).

* Eye pointing is seen.

** Eye pointing accompanied by

reaching is seen (sometimes ac-
/

companied by stretching of the

upper body).
'

t
,

The mother interprets the reaching

of the infant as significant

.behavior and responds receptively

to it (she gives an object to her
.. '

infantor placed4d.t in the range

whqe the infantcah touch it).

The infant is lying on his face .

The infant gazes at the vinyl duck, holding it in his hand by himself. Then

he stops to gaze.-,-- The mother takes away it immediately and has the-infant

hold the big rattle in his hand.

IThe infant is sitting on his mother's lap I , t:7

When mother puts the bear in front of the infant's face,zthe infant looks at

it but soon stops.--. The mother puts icson the floor, takes the small rattle

and has the infant hold it in his hand.
6

'Same posture (
,

The infant touches the self-righting toy while looking,at it, then takes his

eyes off it and looks right and left. . The mother takes Off it' Immediate-

ly. .
,

-iThe infant is lying on his face I

Therinfant drops the vinyl dtickwhich was held by hic with his hand, and

Razes* at the bear which is held by the mother". The mother brings it closer

torhim. 0 ..
.

i -I

t
.

1
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* eye ointing

** eye pointing accompanied by

reaching

*** eye pointing accompanienby

reaching and vcaligation
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1

a

°5 mos.

..

.....
,

e..

4

Ai - .

Ifil '

*
f .

4 s

A-
.

03

.

,

, 0

.

t

,

'

,

..

.

.0

,The infant is sitting, being held in his mcktherts halide
.

.

The infant reaches for the self-righting toy continuing to gaze at** it in

front of him (he cannot reach it). ---..+The mother brings it closer to his hand.
k .

The infant is sitting on his mother's lap
J.

The infant reaches out.with his hands and body to self-righting toycon-

tinuing to gaze at**. it (he cannot teach it).--- The mother lowers the infant
. Ja

to allow fiis hind to reach it..

"Same mature' .. % : 4
.

The infant lowers his upper bociyoiLyetching his arm to the vinyl duck while
...-

gazinOt** it (he cannot reach it).- 'The mother takes the duck and lets the

.infant hold it in his hand.

.

,

A mos.

.

. .
.

. 1 . °

The4inhnt can sit with
...I,

the mother's help.

;f an interesting toy

is placed where the

Want cannot touch'it,

he cannot extend his

hand or stretch his.

body without help. ,

If the toy is in touch-

ing range;'he can touch

ald'hole it. ,..

I
-

,
. .

4549

,

.

.

.

* Eye pointing is seen.

** Eye pointing accompanied by

reaching (or by touching) is seen,

sometimes accompanied by stretching

of the body too.
a

I.

The mother respncyls to eye pointingmother

accompanied by reaching receptiVely

and moves the infant's body closer

to the object or moves the object

closer to tile infant's if the obje,c;

is out of the infant's,reach.

.

.

.
A

, t .

s`
0

k

.

'The infant is sitting, being"field in mother's hands I
.,

.

After the infant gazes at the self - righting toy, he soon turns his gaze* to

the bear to the right of it.--4 le mother co-or)eiats with the,infants gaze

and looks at the same object the infant does. -.

[The infant is sitting, being held in his mother's hindsNon,his mother's lap I

When the mother brings the bear close to the infant, the infant gazes at it.

IThelOnfirt is sitting, being held in his mother's hands 1 411

When mother shows and shakea_the big rattle, the infant gazis at and holds it%

'Same posture' .
,

After the infant gazes at and touctl'es the self-righting toy, suddenly he 1

gazes at** and touches the bear beside it (he cannot draw it up to himself

because the bear is too big).. . The mother puts the bear in front of him.
/

Same posture' t
:

The infant 'gazes at** the big tattle to the left of him continuingto stretch

* ,

his left hand and uppet body to it (he cannot reach it).----. The mother

brings the'infant's body closer-to it while holding him in her hands.t.

. .

. .

..
.

.
.



.

7 mos.

,

1

e

jhe infant can continue

to sit by, himself,, al-

though unsteadily.

The infant can extend

his hands and hold a

toy steadily when he is

in sitting posture, if

the toy is placed in

the range where the

infant can touch it.

If he is in another

posture, he can extend

his hands and hold it

stretching his body

With help.

.

.

\
* Eye pointing Is seen.

* *Eye pointing accompanied by **

reaching is seen (touching is

also seen. Sometimes accompanied hy

stretching of the body). 1*

The mother moves the infant' r body

closer to the object or novel the

object closer to the infant when

the object is out of the infant's

reach.

4

e
0...

,

.

.

.

IThe_infant is sitting.1,...,*,....../ s.

The infant turns his gaze from the small rattle and looks to the right.---.

Immediately the mother shakes her' hand in the visual field of the infant.

1Thecinfant is sitting, being held in mother's hands in a face to face posi-.

tion de his mother's lap I

) , .

The infant moves head to right and 4lookvhead, then moves head to left and

looks ahead.'---. Mother co-orients* with the infant's line of vision and moves'

her eyes4In'the same direction. ,

IThe infant is sitting I

infant turns his gaze from the toy and looks at** the mother's lap, then

he touches it.---*Immediat'ely the mother hojes him in her arms.

Same postpre I ., /..7"

The infant reaches with his right handty the small rattle continuing to gaze

amt' **. The motar takes, it and lets the infant hold it.
i.

e infant is sitting, being held in the mother's arms in the back to face

position on mother's lap I *

The infant stretches his upper YOw over the floor continuing togaze at**

the small on the floor. .- The mother takes it and lets him hold it.

.

.

. .

a mos.

The infant can sit
4

steadily by himself.

Even if an iqpresting

toy is placed where the

,

infant cannot touch it,

the inkt214n lean
...

forward and reach with

his hands to hold it in

sitting posture,

'

q

** Eye pointing accompanied by

reaching is seen, sometimes ac-

companied by vocalization for

demand (7*** ). .

,

If the infant Van approach an

interesting object by stretching

his body by himAelf, the mother

does not help. If accompanied by

vocalization for demand, the

mother helps actively:

t

.
. 1

.

'The infant is sitting in a-facKcto face position
.

When mother shakes the teething ring in the infant's visual field, the infant

reashes his right hand toward it continuing to gaze at** it (he cannot

reach it).---The mother lets the infant hold it.

'Same posture ;
t

The infant retches with his right hand 6 the bear which mother holds in her
re..

ands' continuing to gaze at** it (he cannot reach id') , .The mothevuts it

in a location where tile infant can reach. .

IThe'infant is sitting 1 . .

The infant reaches with hand on the telephone continuing to gaze at** it (He

cannot touch it but he..can reacht if he stretches his upper body).--.
*,'

The mother sees that and does,not help the infant.--The infant stretches his

upper body and holds it by himself.
_

IThe infant is sitting in a fate to face position 1

After the infant vocalizes continuing to gaze at * ** the Mother's face; the

infant touches the mother's lap with his,right hand,and starts to climb into
.

her.ltp. .The mother holesds him in perhanda., -

' ' /.

ti



s.

1

a

a

8 mos.

y

.

.

.

At .

.

.
,

.

r

Same posture ,

.

When mother shows the bear which she holds in her hands, the infant vocalizes

and stretches his right hand to it continuinrto gaze at*** it.---. The mother

brings it to'where the infant can reach it.

9 mos.

i

The infant can approach

an, interesting toy by

creeping.

The InIAJIE can sit
,

steadily by himself

The infant can lean
.

forward and change hie

body's direction,

thereby enabling the

infant to touch an

object placed at a

greater distance from

the infant.

* Eye pointing is, seen.

If the infant can approach an

interesting object by himser the

mother does net help.

** Eye pointing accompanied by
4

reaching (or by touching) is seen.

The mother does not help exdept

when the mother hopes the infant

will manipulate the abject. ,

1

The infant is sitting 1 '

The infant contiames to gaze at*ike bear (he can reach it if he stretches

his arm)..--Mlother does not bring it closer. .

Same posture
../

When the mother hits a vinyl hammer producing a sound, the infant stretches

his righw hand to it continuing to gaze at** it.--. The mother moves it*to
4

0 .

to

where the infant can reach it.

`Same posture' .

The infant stretches his'hands to the self-righting toy continuing to gaze

at** it (he cannot touch it but he, can if he turns his `body). ---* The mother

does not move it closer to him

I-- .4. 1
.

.

1

4 I
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